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Stuck in neutral chapter 1 summary

-Members: Rosalie McFarland, Elle Tallent, Katherine Wiggins, and Rochelle Medvec -Timeline: April 7: Have book and have read through chapter 5 April 14: Have read through chapter 10 April 21: Have read through chapter 16-finish book -Expectations of each individual book club member: 1) Each week each member will read the assigned
chapters in the book 2) After reading the assigned portion, each member will post to the blog one entry weekly which includes: -summary -reflection -highlight of favorite part -what left us hanging/what we thing is going to happen/what we want to know -identify a possible activity that we could use with this portion of the book in our future classroom
3) Each member should actively participate in the face-to-face book club meetings and contribute to meaningful discussions In the initial three parts, the crowd is presented the story’s hero, Shawn. The crowd finds out about his life, both about his uncommon blessing just as how the outside world sees him. Here, the crowd first observers the
bifurcation obvious all through the story as far as Shawn’s personality: apparently, Shawn appears to have no character, simply existing as a sort of toy for his relatives, similar to Cindy, who play pretend with him by showing him how to peruse. Here, there is a part between Shawn’s existence and the truth of others in the novel: they don’t accept he
is fit for adapting, yet at the same time show him at any rate. This leads the crowd to Shawn’s internal personality—he is really something of a virtuoso, having the option to review everything he’s at any point detected. These initial three parts center around Shawn’s internal personality; the crowd comprehends Shawn’s musings on numerous points,
including passing. Shawn’s point of view likewise drives the crowd to recognize the significant clash inside the story: Shawn’s conviction that his dad is going to slaughter him. Through Shawn’s experience with death, the crowd sees how Shawn feels disassociated from his body; his character is for the most part separate from his body, again
repeating the internal and outward bifurcation of the account. This separation, at that point, is confounded when Shawn sees the pooch pass on, as the canine’s soul leaves its body and its body hence closes down. This powers Shawn to understand that despite the fact that he feels separate from his body as far as his personality, the two are
fundamentally interlaced. This at that point makes Shawn stress over the way that his dad may be anticipating murdering him, as he comes to accept that there will be nothing in the afterlife. First post, Chapter 1 (p 1-5) summary: Shawn is the narrator of the book. He introduces himself as a good news – bad news joke. The Good news: he loves
living in Seattle and even loves his brother and sister. He describes a gift, a power that he possesses – the ability of total recall – he can remember absolutely positively everything that has ever been said to him or that he has overheard. The bad news: his parents got divorced about 10 years ago – and he feels it is his fault. The real bad news is that
in the everyone around him thinks he is a total retard. Every year he gets tested by the state and he’s missed every single question for the last eight years. Please post comments on first chapter. Shawn presents himself, saying his circumstance resembles an uplifting news awful news joke. The uplifting news: he cherishes everything about living in
Seattle, including the downpour and being near the science focus and sports fields just as living in the “previous informal Grunge Capital of the universe” (1-2). He can likewise recollect all that he hears superbly with absolute review, which he accepts nobody else can do. Shawn recollects his blessing beginning when he was three or four—from the
outset just odds and ends—however when he was five “all that I heard just remained in my mind” (2). He recalls outsiders’ discussions and the hints of the outside world interweaved like a recording device. He thinks it is really mind boggling, despite the fact that he wouldn’t like to sound self-important. He ponders how he doesn’t care for it when
individuals talk about others being extraordinary; he accepts that everybody is exceptional, however that everybody additionally has terrible parts about themselves, as well. Shawn recollects how his father left since he was unable to deal with Shawn’s condition: “Everyone who knows me… anyone who even gets close to me would disclose to you I’m
stupid as a stone” (4). Shawn discusses the school tests he should suffer, which he can’t finish; each year, the therapist tells his mother he has the psychological limit of a 3-month-old kid. Shawn’s folks, alongside every other person, accepts his mind doesn’t work, which Shawn says, “is just mostly obvious” (5). Fourteen-year-old Shawn McDaniel is
convinced his father is trying to kill him, not out of anger but from love. Shawn has cerebral palsy (CP). A blood vessel in his brain burst when he was born, leaving him without any muscle control. This means Shawn cannot walk, lift his arms on his own accord, or even smile. Unfortunately, his family believes Shawn is not only completely physically
inept, but they also assume his brain is dysfunctional. That is only partially true. In reality, Shawn’s brain is fully functional. For example, Shawn is blessed with the ability to remember everything he has ever heard, from commercials to conversations. This would seem to make him a genius. However, Shawn’s brain cannot put his thoughts and
memories into words and, therefore, he is forced to live out the world in his own mind, without the capability to let others know he is alive inside his dysfunctional body. Stuck in Neutral is set in the backdrop of Seattle, Washington, where Shawn lives with his mother and two siblings, Cindy who is 17, and Paul who is 16. Shawn’s mother is his
primary care giver; she feeds him his meals and takes care of his needs every day. His father left shortly after Shawn was born because he couldn’t handle seeing his son in pain, particularly watching Shawn suffer through his seizures. Shawn has anywhere from six to twelve grand mal seizures each day. While these seizures were painful when he
was younger, Shawn has adapted to them and now finds he can leave his body during the seizures and gain a sense of freedom as he floats around the greater Seattle area during these lapses. Thus, despite his father’s revulsion toward the seizures, Shawn loves them. Shawn’s father, Sydney E. McDaniel, won the Pulitzer Prize for a poem he wrote
about Shawn’s illness and the effect it had on their family. The poem discusses Sydney’s struggle to come to terms with Shawn’s disability and the pain, both physical and emotional, the seizures cause for both father and son. As the novel progresses, the reader learns Shawn’s father is working on a new project. Using Earl Detraux as an example,
Shawn’s father attempts to show the emotional side of having a son like Shawn, and the struggles families, like the McDaniel’s, endure every day. This project climaxes as his father goes on an afternoon talk show, the Alice Ponds Show, to discuss Earl Detraux, a man who suffocated his disabled two-year-old son. Here, Shawn’s father does not want to
portray Earl as a murderer, but instead as a man who had no other choice but to end the suffering of his child, a man who gave his own life to save his son. Sydney shows the audience the complicated nature of love; Earl Detraux ended his son’s life out of love. After learning about this project, Shawn is alarmed he will suffer the same fate as Earl’s
Detraux’s son. Shawn knows his father loves him and wants to do what he believes is best. However, Shawn wants to live, but he cannot protest. He cannot tell his father that he actually likes his seizures and that he wants to live; he cannot explain that he wants to experience life, even if it is in a limited form. Due to his disability, Shawn is rendered
incapable of speaking or conveying his true feelings. The novel closes as Sydney sits on Shawn’s bed, pillow in hand, and, through tears, professes his love for his son. Lapsing into a seizure, Shawn knows he will be unconscious when Fate runs its course, but he peacefully puts his life in his father’s hands. Chapter 1Shawn McDaniel is a 14 years old
boy who is living in Seattle.He likes it a lot although many people gripe and moan about the weather in the city.He's got a three years older sister and a two years older brother who he thinks are very cool.Shawn is a boy that can remember perfectly erverything he hears.It doesn't matter if it's a conversation or some lyrics or anything else.His parents
got divorced ten years ago. Shawn thinks it was his fault.Every year school psycholigs,sendes from the school district test him for his IEPs.The results are quiet low, but people doesn't know that he's more intellegent than he appears.Chapter 2Shawn's illnes is called celebral palsy, that means he isn't able to move any muscle in his body.It happended
because a tiny blood vessel burst inside his head.His family and the psychologic don't know how intellegent he really is because he do anything that the people could understand him.Shawn knows to read, because his sister Cindy tough him when she was smaller.She only was playing, but Shawn at the same time was learning to read and learning thar
every letter has got its own sound.Sometimes he's confused because he doesn't understand why things are that way.For example he's courios how does a car wash works.Nobody of the family knows that he's a real smart boy, but everbody,especially his mother talks to him in the "baby langueage".Shwan thinks that his illnes hurts the whole family and
sometimes it's a problems for them so he's pretty sure that his father is planning to kill him.Chapter 3Shawn doesn't know what to think about dead, but he know what to feel because he has looked in death eyes.It was in winter, after Christmas when he went in car with his mother and Cindy.The road was wet and a old dirty brownish color car drove
in front of them.Suddenly a dog jumped in front of the brown car and it seemed like the car seemed to spit the broken body.Cindy saw the dog and run out of the car before his mother even had stopped .A few moments later he was seeing how the dog died in Cindy's arms.It was a terrible feeling seeing the dog's death eyes looking at Shawn's.Chapter
4Shwan thinks that his planning to kill him but it's more an intuition and a thing that happended last week at theire house on a warm and nice day.His dad came for a visit and sayed hello to his son outside where he was with his mother.In one moment his mother disappeared because the telefone rang.So Shawn was alone with his dad, the sixth time
he was alone with his father in all the years.The father startet talking to his son, thinking he won't understand anything he was saying.Suddenly a big fat black crow landed on the telephone line near the house garden.His father startet to talk to the crow, saying what the normaly do with child and then he threw a glass of ice tea agains the crow.It
didn't hit the crow so it flew away.After this, Shawn's dad startet to ask him if he would be better if he enden with his son's pain because he isn't safe if nobody is with him, he can't safe himself.That made Shawn thinking.At same time he thought that his father loves him because he was a really great guy and popular.He was Sidney E. McDaniel.
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